For a process governed by a linear Itō stochastic differential equation of the form dX(t) = [a(t) + b(t)X(t)]dt + σ(t)dW (t) we prove an existence of optimal sampling designs with strictly increasing sampling times. We derive an asymptotic Fisher information matrix, which we take as a reference in assessing a quality of finite-point sampling designs. The results are extended to a broader class of Itō stochastic differential equations satisfying a certain condition. We give an example based on the Gompertz growth law refuting a generally accepted opinion that small-sample designs lead to a very high level of efficiency.
Introduction
Suppose we can observe a univariate continuous-time process {X(t)} t≥0 governed by a linear Itō stochastic differential equation of the form dX(t) = [a θ 1 ,θ 2 ,θ 3 (t) + b θ 2 ,θ 3 (t)X(t)]dt + σ θ 3 (t)dW (t) (1) = f θ (t, X(t))dt + σ θ 3 (t)dW (t), X(0) = X 0 ∈ R is fixed, at n strictly increasing design times τ = (t 1 , . . . , t n ) from the set of feasible n-point (sampling) designs T n,D = {τ ∈ R n : T * ≤ t 1 < · · · < t n ≤ T * } on the experimental domain D = [T * , T * ], where 0 < T * < T * . Here, the function f (t, x) is the drift, σ(t) is the volatility and {W (t)} t≥0 is a one-dimensional Wiener process. The observed quantities X(t 1 ), . . . , X(t n ) depend on unknown vector parameters θ 1 ∈ R m 1 , θ 2 ∈ R m 2 and a scalar parameter θ 3 ∈ R, which appear in the coefficients of equation (1); where needed we emphasize this dependence by the corresponding subscripts. The fixed initial value X 0 ∈ R, which absents in the governing equation, might be in some instances regarded as an unknown parameter, too. One may wonder about the choice of the parametrisation. In Section 2, where we formulate a nonlinear regression model for observations, we show that X 0 and θ 1 are present only in the mean value, while θ 2 is a parameter common for the mean value and the covariance matrix of observations, and θ 3 is a variance parameter but with asymptotic properties different to those for θ 2 ; we give a detailed discussion in Section 4. Such discrimination enables us to understand what roles particular parameter groups play in the model. For the sake of simplicity we define θ = (X 0 , θ 1 T , θ 2 T , θ 3 ) T and assume that n ≥ dim(θ) = m. We further require the functions a(t), b(t) and σ 2 (t) to be differentiable with respect to θ and integrable with respect to t, and σ(t) to be positive almost everywhere with respect to Lebesgue measure on the real axis.
Searching for feasible optimal designs, whose existence we prove in Section 3, might be computationally challenging. Instead we therefore try to answer a different but related question: how can we evaluate a quality of sampling designs for maximum likelihood estimation of the parameter subvector (X 0 , θ 1 T , θ 2 T ) T ? One option is given in Section 4, where as a benchmark we take the asymptotic Fisher information matrix, which results from the observation of the full trajectory.
Governing equation (1) is motivated by a variety of problems studied in literature. The first group of problems consists of modifications of Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. Uhlenbeck and Ornstein (1930) proposed a simple model of particle velocity X(t) that can be rewritten to a stochastic differential equation dX(t) = θ 1 θ 2 − θ 3 θ 2 X(t) dt + 2k B T θ 3 1/2 dW (t), X(0) = X 0 fixed,
where θ 1 is the level of external force, θ 2 is the mass, θ 3 is the friction coefficient, T is the temperature of the system and k B is the Boltzmann constant. In applications we can find a more abstract arrangement of stochastic differential equation (2) given by
where the asymptotic mean θ 1 , the mean-reversion speed θ 2 and the diffusion coefficient θ 3 are the unknown parameters. For instance, Riccardi and Sacerdote (1979) used the process governed by equation (3) to model the voltage difference between the membrane and resting potentials at the trigger zone of the neuron. Note that compared to equation (2) the drift and diffusion part of the simpler variant (3) do not have any common parameters.
Applications of Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process lead to investigations of its optimal sampling. For a process driven by stochastic differential equation (3) with θ 1 and X 0 regarded as unknown parameters, Harman andŠtulajter (2009) proved optimality of equidistant sampling designs for estimation and prediction. Studies carried out by Kiseľák and Stehlík (2008) and later Zagoraiou and Antognini (2009) show that equidistant designs are optimal also for a stationary variant of equation (3), that is, for t → ∞. Further analysis of model (3) with θ 1 and X 0 in the position of parameters was provided by Lacko (2012) , who demonstrated that under the assumption of a time-dependent volatility the optimal sampling times are more concentrated in areas with lower levels of the volatility function.
The second group of problems covered by model (1) is a family of Brownian motions of the form {A θ 1 (t) + θ 3 W t } t≥0 with unknown parameters θ 1 and θ 3 , which coincides with the stochastic differential equation
where a θ 1 (t) is the derivative of A θ 1 (t) with respect to t.
Brownian motions were to a certain extend analysed by Ylvisaker (1966, 1968) , who proposed an approach for construction of the so-called asymptotically optimal designs that work well for a large number of observations. On the contrary, for a Brownian motion with A θ 1 (t) = (1, t, t 2 )θ 1 , Harman andŠtulajter (2011) showed that exact equidistant sampling designs are optimal for parameter estimation as well as prediction.
Throughout this paper we use the following notation: For any random or non-random function h(t) and design τ ∈ T n,D we denote h(τ ) = (h(t 1 ), . . . , h(t n )) T . Similarly, for a symmetric function Σ(t i , t j ) = Σ(t j , t i ) we have {Σ(τ )} ij = Σ(t i , t j ), 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n. The norm of a design τ ∈ T n,D is defined as τ = max 2≤i≤n (t i − t i−1 ). Symbols E, V and C represent expected value (or vector), variance (variance-covariance matrix) and covariance, respectively. By S m + we denote the set of all m × m symmetric non-negative definite matrices. We say that matrix A "Loewner dominates" matrix B, denoted by A L B, if A − B ∈ S m + .
Nonlinear model for observations
To evaluate the Fisher information matrix for a given design τ ∈ T n,D we need to understand mutual relations between individual components of X(τ ) = (X(t 1 ), . . . , X(t n )) T .
It is a well-known fact that by applying Itō's lemma (see Theorem 6 by Itō (1951) ) to transformation e −B(t) X(t), where B(t) is an arbitrary antiderivative of b(t), we obtain X(t) = E[X(t)] + ε(t) for all t ≥ 0, where
is the expectation of the process {X(t)} t≥0 at time t and
is a zero-mean Gaussian random variable; see, e.g., Gardiner (1985) .
Lemma 1. Let {X(t)} t≥0 be a process governed by stochastic differential equation (1). Then
Proof. The expression for V[X(t)] comes from Itō's isometry; see Øksendal (2000) . To show the second part of the lemma we make out an ordinary differential equation for the covariance function. Since {X(t)} t>0 is a Gaussian process, usual regularity conditions for interchange of differentiation and integration order are satisfied. Taking the expectation of the governing equation (1) yields
, where we recall that
Basic rules for covariance give an ordinary differential equation
with the initial value C[X(t), X(t + s)] = V[X(t)] at s = 0. A use of standard methods for solving ordinary differential equations and subsequent setting t 1 = t and t 2 = t + s entail the statement of the lemma.
Proposition 1. Let {X(t)} t≥0 be a process governed by stochastic differential equation (1) and let τ ∈ T n,D be a given design. Then the ijth component,
Moreover, for any τ ∈ T n,D the matrix Σ(τ ) is positive definite.
Proof. The form of the covariance kernel comes from Lemma 1. To prove the positive definiteness of Σ(τ ) we use the induction. Notice that for any continuous function g(t) positive almost everywhere with respect to the Lebesgue measure on the real axis we have
where D(t) coincides with V[X(t)] for g(t) = σ 2 (t). We can use Lemma 1 and inequality (5) to show that for any feasible 2-point design the covariance matrix is positive definite. Let us assume that for τ n ∈ T n,D the matrix Σ(τ n ) is positive definite and, without loss of generality, let
, 
where we adopted the notation from inequality (5).
The expectation of the underlying model (4) and Proposition 1 enable us to formulate the design problem for stochastic differential equation (1) in terms of nonlinear regression
where E[X(τ )] depends on all unknown parameters, while Σ(τ ) is influenced only by θ 2 and θ 3 .
Fisher information matrix and existence of feasible locally optimal designs
For maximum likelihood estimation the Fisher information matrix is a standard reference for a quality of estimated values of unknown parameters, and experimenter naturally prefers designs with "large" Fisher information matrix.
Discrimination between two designs in a single-parameter model is naive since the Fisher information matrix is reduced to a scalar value. On the other hand, for multi-parameter setup, where matrices need to be compared, we measure the "size" of information matrices by information functions. An information function is any function Φ : S m + → [0, ∞) which is non-constant, concave, upper semi-continuous, positive homogeneous and Loewner isotonic (i.e., if
The most popular information functions, such as those corresponding to D-, E-, A-and c-optimality, conform to reasonable geometrical or statistical criteria. We refer the reader to Pázman (1986) and Pukelsheim (1993) for more details on information functions and optimality criteria.
Under regression model (6) particular blocks of the Fisher information matrix take the form
where α, β = X 0 , θ 1 , θ 2 , θ 3 , and θ * is a guess at the true value of unknown vector parameter, see Mardia and Marshall (1984) . Theorem 1. If the initial value X 0 of stochastic differential equation (1) is the only unknown parameter, then it is optimal to take t 1 = T * regardless of the number of design points. The variance of the corresponding maximum likelihood estimate is
Proof. The key for the proof is the result of Harman andŠtulajter (2009): for a positive definite matrix A such that
Since for any
from relation (7) and Proposition 1 we obtain that for any design τ ∈ T n,D the information about X 0 is
, that is, the information is determined by the first sampling time t 1 . The function e 2[B(0)−B(t)] σ 2 (t) is positive for any t, therefore I (τ , X * 0 ) is maximal for t 1 = T * .
Although the statement of Theorem 1 might give an impression to hold true for stochastic processes in general, the opposite is true. For instance, consider a process {X(t)} t≥0 governed by equation
for which we can perform only one observation. The values θ 2 > 0 and θ 3 > 0 are known, while X 0 is an unknown parameter. Evidently, model (8) violates the assumption on absence of the initial value in the governing equation. For this model the mean value is equal to X 0 for all t ≥ 0 and the Fisher information for model (8) obtained from the observation performed at the time t, which equals to the reciprocal of the variance, attains the value
Since I (t, θ 2 , θ 3 ) a convex function, for θ 2 = θ 3 we can find that the observation time minimising the Fisher information is given by t min I = (ln θ 2 − ln θ 3 )/(θ 2 − θ 3 ) and t min I = 1/θ 2 as θ 3 → θ 2 . Consequently, if the bounds of the experimental domain satisfy an inequality T * < t min I < T * with I (T * , θ 2 , θ 3 ) < I (T * , θ 2 , θ 3 ) or the bounds satisfy t min I ≤ T * < T * then it is optimal to observe the process as late as posible. Under a more general setup, where the parametrisation of the model is not as simple as in Theorem 1, to find an optimal design we usually employ a battery of optimization procedures. The set of feasible designs T n,D , n ≥ m = dim(θ), is not closed and optimization algorithms might tend to designs, which do not meet the requirements of the experimental setup. Therefore, it is important to ensure an existence of a feasible optimal n-point design, that is, belonging to T n,D .
Lemma 2. Let {X(t)} t≥0 , X(0) fixed, be a θ-parametrised continuous-time Markov process with transition density kernel satisfying usual regularity conditions; see (5.12) in Lehmann and Casella (1998) . Then for any τ ∈ T n,D the Fisher information matrix for X(τ ) is
is the Fisher information matrix for X(t i ) conditioned on the value of X(t i−1 ) and E X(t i−1 ) [·] is the expectation with respect to X(t i−1 ).
Proof. We denote t 0 = 0 and consider the derivatives to be evaluated at θ
be the transition density kernel of the process {X(t)} t≥0 , where p(x, 0 | y, t) = δ(x − y) and δ(·) is the Dirac delta function. Then
Theorem 2. Let {X(t)} t≥0 be a process governed by stochastic differential equation (1) and T n,D be the closure
Proof. If τ 0 ∈ T n,D then τ = τ 0 . Assume that τ 0 ∈ T n,D \ T n,D , i.e., there exists i ∈ {2, . . . , n} such that t i−1 = t i . Equation (4) and Proposition 1 yield X(t) | X(t) = X(t) almost surely, which gives no information about unknown parameter, so E X(t i ) [I X(t i )|X(t i ) (θ * )] = 0 m×m . As a consequence of Lemma 2, by leaving t i from the experimental design the amount of information does not change. We repeat this procedure until we obtain a design τ 1 ∈ T n 1 ,D , n 1 < n, for which we have I (τ 1 , θ * ) = I (τ 0 , θ * ). For τ we take any design from T n,D with arbitrary n 1 components being given by τ 1 . Analogously to Lemma 2 we can show that
Obviously, statement of Theorem 2 holds true also in more general models with correlated observations: if E X(t) [I X(t)|X(t) (θ * )] = 0 m×m for all t ∈ D then there exists a feasible optimal design. Additionally, feasible designs in accordance with Theorem 2 dominate "degenerated" designs with respect to Loewner ordering, thus, feasible designs are universally as good as "degenerated" or better.
Note that the conditioned Fisher information I X(t+s)|X(t) (θ * ) is not continuous for s approaching 0. Under model (1) it follows from relation (13) given later that lim s→∞ {I X(t+s)|X(t) (θ * )} θ 3 θ 3 = {I X(t)|X (t) (θ * )} θ 3 θ 3 . In the last two paragraphs in the next section we discuss this fact in connection with the consistency of maximum likelihood estimator of θ 3 .
Ultimate efficiency of designs
In many situations we do not need to use optimal designs but we accept also designs that are in a certain way relatively efficient. A standard approach to measuring relative efficiency is comparison of a given design τ ∈ T n,D with an optimal design by considering
see Pukelsheim (1993) . As an alternative to evaluating the optimal information function in the denominator of ratio (9), instead of sup η∈T n,D Φ[I (η, θ * )] Pázman (2007) suggested to take a value Φ[Ĩ ], whereĨ is any suitable reference matrix. Particularly, under standard regression model with correlated observations, where we are interested in the parameters of the mean value which do not to appear in the covariance structure, Pázman (2007) further noted that a suitable choice for the reference matrixĨ is the asymptotic Fisher information matrix obtained by observation of the full trajectory. Such asymptotic Fisher information matrix has all eigenvalues finite, that is, the maximum likelihood estimator is not consistent. Analogously, the value of the corresponding information function attains a finite value as well. The idea to measure the relative efficiency of a design with respect to information obtained by observation of the full trajectory, which we call "ultimate efficiency" as Harman (2011) suggested, was later adopted in the works of Harman andŠtulajter (2011) and Lacko (2012) , and plays a crucial role also in this paper.
Compared with the standard setup the parametrisation of the model (1) has, however, a different structure. In a more general situation, if we observe the full trajectory, i.e., we perform measurements at design points τ (n) = (T * , t (n) 2 , . . . , t (n) n−1 , T * ) T ∈ T n,D on a bounded domain D and τ (n) → 0 as n → ∞, then the Fisher information matrix I (τ (n) , θ * ) converges to a matrix I ∞ (θ * ) with some but not necessarily all eigenvalues bounded; see Crowder (1976) . In the sequel we, therefore, extend the definition suggested by Pázman (2007) .
Let {τ (n) } n≥m be a sequence of designs on T n,D such that t
= T * and τ (n) → 0, and let θ = (θ I T , θ II T ) T be a partition of the unknown parameter. Then the Fisher information matrix I I (τ (n) , θ * ) corresponding to θ I is given by the Schur complement, for which we have
as n → ∞. Additionally, the Loewner isotonicity of the information functions yields
Definition 1. Let {τ (n) } n≥m be a sequence of designs on T n,D such that t
(n) n = T * and τ (n) → 0 as n → ∞, and let θ = (θ I T , θ II T ) T be a partition of the unknown parameter, for which
as n → ∞. Then, the (local) ultimate efficiency of a design τ ∈ T n,D with respect to an information function Φ, shortly (local) ultimate Φ-efficiency, is the ratio
Condition (10) in the definition of ultimate efficiency ensures that Φ[I
Theorem 3. Let {X(t)} t≥0 be a process governed by stochastic differential equation (1), and let {τ (n) } n≥m be a sequence of designs on T n,D such that t
Proof. For the sake of simplicity we consider all functions and their derivatives to be evaluated at θ * . To prove the theorem we use Lemma 2. Clearly,
gives the first two summands in (11). Let τ (n) ∈ T n,D . We have
where
From the Taylor expansion for n → ∞ we obtain that
where ∆
The only task left is to investigate the expectation of the first summand in (12) with respect to X(t i−1 ). Since
If we realize that e B(t
we get the Taylor expansion
which together with expectation of the conditioned Fisher information matrix (12) with respect to X(t i−1 ) and formula (13) for variance yields the statement of the theorem.
Because the underlying model considers θ 3 to be the only parameter of the volatility function σ(t), all elements of O(τ (n) , θ * ) are zero except {O(τ (n) , θ * )} θ 3 θ 3 , which tends to infinity. All elements of the asymptotic Fisher information matrix I ∞ (θ * ) + O(τ (n) , θ * ) are, therefore, bounded for n → ∞ as well, except the diagonal entry
so for a parameter subvector consisting of X 0 , θ 1 and θ 2 we can, in line with Definition 1, compute the ultimate Φ-efficiency of designs. Besides the form of the asymptotic information matrix, Theorem 3 provides a basis for analysis of the maximum likelihood estimator consistency. The structure of the Fisher information matrix I ∞ (θ * ) + O(τ (n) , θ * ) indicates that the only unknown parameter we can estimate consistently is θ 3 . This phenomenon has a natural explanation: Unlike X 0 , θ 1 or θ 2 , in equation (1) the parameter θ 3 is connected with the differential of the Wiener process {W (t)} t≥0 , which is characterized by the fractal property called Brownian scaling. Consequently, the more observations we perform the more information about θ 3 we gain. An analogous formulation of this result can be found in the literature on the stochastic differential equations, see, e.g., Iacus (2008) for a brief survey, but is also noted in selected papers on inference in regression problems with correlated observations; see Pázman (1965) .
Processes of Ornstein-Uhlenbeck type
In the previous sections we presented an analysis of a generalised form of Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process described by stochastic differential equation (1), which enables us to evaluate a quality of sampling designs. A reasonable question is whether we can use the results also for other processes than those governed by equation (1).
The motivation comes from the Fisher-Neymann factorization theorem; see, for instance, Theorem 6.5 in Lehmann and Casella (1998) . More precisely, if we apply a sufficient statistic to measurements then the Fisher information matrix remains unchanged. Henceforth, we can define the following class of stochastic differential equations.
Definition 2. Let µ(t, y) and γ(t, y) be sufficiently smooth, and let a process {Y (t)} t≥0 be governed by a stochastic differential equation
If there exist sufficiently smooth functions a(t), b(t), σ(t) and ϕ(t, y), where ϕ is bijective in y and ∂ϕ(t,y) ∂θ = 0 for all t ≥ 0 and y ∈ R, such that a process {X(t)} t≥0 = {ϕ(t, Y (t))} t≥0 is governed by an equation
then we say that the process {Y (t)} ≥0 is a process of Ornstein-Uhlenbeck type with associated coefficients a(t), b(t) and σ(t). We denote this fact by {Y (t)} ∈ OU a(t),b(t),σ(t) .
A candidate for the desired sufficient statistic, which transforms the volatility of the original process to the volatility of a desired form, is
dy.
The condition that ∂ϕ(t,y) ∂θ = 0 for all t ≥ 0 and y ∈ R might not be easy to verify in advance, because we do not know the form of σ(t). Nevertheless, if we can write the diffusion term in a separable form γ(t, y) = σ(t)g(t, y), where ∂g(t,y) ∂θ = 0 for all t ≥ 0 and y ∈ R, then ϕ is a sufficient statistic. We remark that ϕ depends on a reciprocal of γ(t, y), thus we might need to impose further positivity conditions on the domain interior of Y (t) for all t, which is out of scope of the presented paper.
In the sequel we propose a way how to verify whether a given process is of Ornstein-Uhlenbeck type. Let ψ(t, y) be the inverse function to ϕ(t, y), that is, ψ(t, ϕ(t, y)) = y. Then {Y (t)} t≥0 = {ψ(t, X(t))} t≥0 . Itō's lemma implies ∂ψ ∂t x=ϕ(t,y) + ∂ψ ∂x x=ϕ(t,y) f (t, ϕ(t, y)) + 1 2 to equation (14) we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 4. Let the process {Y (t)} t≥0 be driven by a stochastic differential equation
where the functions µ(t, y) and g(t, y) are sufficiently smooth and ∂g(t,y) ∂θ = 0 for all t ≥ 0 and y ∈ R. If the condition d dy
is satisfied for some functions a(t) and b(t) then {Y (t)} t≥0 ∈ OU a(t),b(t),σ(t) .
In some instances we consider a process governed by an autonomous stochastic differential equation of the form
where the structure of the drift function µ(y) is usually based on an essential theory in the given research field. On the contrary, the choice of g(y) might be artificial; we choose a diffusion that fits some arrangements. By a differentiation of equation (15) with respect to y we get Corollary 1. Let the process {Y (t)} t≥0 ∈ OU a,b,σ be driven by a stochastic differential equation (16) and let µ(y) be given. Then g(y) solves the ordinary differential equation
If a positive solution g(y) at least approximately corresponds to the experimental setting, we can use the proposed methodology for assessment of a design quality.
Example: Gompertz model of tumour growth
Tumour growth models play an important role in therapeutic guidance. Gompertz (1825) proposed in his pioneering paper a growth model, which became a base for many studies in cancer research and various modifications of this growth law were introduced; we refer the reader to Norton (1988) and Speer, Petrosky, Retsky, and et al. (1984) for a brief survey. Although the work of Cameron (1997) demonstrates that the Gompertz model is not the best choice for the breast cancer, it seems to fit well data for multiple myeloma; see Sullivan and Salmon (1972) .
In the Gompertz growth model the expected size of the tumour Y ρ,δ (t) solves an ordinary differential equation
where the intrinsic growth rate ρ and the growth deceleration factor δ are unknown parameters, and the initial size Y 0 is usually obtained from the first-time detection. The solution to equation (17) is known in an explicit closed form
which might be a factor explaining its popularity in applications.
To improve the quality of statistical inference it is important to choose a proper experimental design. Locally D-optimal designs for model (17) were studied by Li (2012) , who assumed that the observationsỸ ij satisfy the regression modelỸ
Here,Ỹ ij are observations of tumour size, t i 's are the design times, at which we perform k i replications, and ε ij 's are independent homoscedastic errors.
Notice that the response function (18) is nonlinear and a construction of optimal designs using local linearization might require prior estimates of the true values of parameters ρ and δ. We can obtain prior estimates using, for instance, multiresponse regression models, which capture relations between estimates and different physiologic factors using the data from former experiments.
In this section we consider a variant of the Gompertz growth model, where the size of the tumour {Y (t)} t≥0 is described by a stochastic differential equation
see Lo (2009) for more details. Compared to the model of Li (2012) , for the process {Y (t)} t≥0 governed by equation (19) we cannot replicate the observations (unless we have more patients), and so the amount of information about parameters might be limited. Remark that the structure of volatility in equation (19) implies small fluctuations in the tumour size for small tumours and, on the contrary, if the size of the tumour is large then the fluctuations in the size of the tumour are large, too.
If we define {X(t)} t≥0 = {ln Y (t)} t≥0 then {X(t)} t≥0 solves dX(t) = ρ − 1 2 γ 2 − δX(t) dt + γdW (t).
That is, the process {Y (t)} t≥0 is a process of Ornstein-Uhlenbeck type with the associated coefficients a ρ,γ (t) = ρ − 1 2 γ 2 , b δ (t) = −δ and σ γ (t) = γ.
The parameter ρ is of type θ 1 , δ is of the type θ 2 and γ is of the type θ 3 , cf. equation ( (1 − e −2δt ), and the integration is meant to be component-wise. We note that with exception of the information contained in the first observation (which is zero if T * → 0), the asymptotic information depends only on the mean value and the variance of the process. Figure 1 depicts a dependence of the ultimate efficiency of an equidistant n-point design on the number of design points. In this example we consider D = [1, 2] and designs with t 1 = 1 and t n = 2, and different prior values of ρ, δ and γ. The nonlinearity of the regression model results in a contradiction with a generally accepted opinion that under correlated observations it is sufficient to perform a few trials to attain a very high level of ultimate efficiency. For example, to attain 80% local ultimate efficiency for E-optimality if ρ = 1, δ = 1 and γ = 3 it is enough to perform 5 trials (see Figure 1d) , and, on the other hand, if ρ = 1, δ = 3, γ = 1 then for 15 observations the ultimate efficiency for E-optimality is slightly above 70% (see Figure 1c) . From a practical point of view this fact says that if we have more objects to be studied in the experiment then we should not perform an equal number of observations for each subject, but realocate the number of observations due to physiologic traits so that the overall experimental framework is efficient.
